Endoscopic removal of covered self-expandable metallic stents (SEMS) has been increasingly reported [1–3]. Migration is one of the complications with covered SEMS, and a recently developed covered WallFlex stent (Boston Scientific, Natick, MA, USA) has flared ends to prevent migration. We experienced difficulty in removal of a partially covered WallFlex stent because of embedment of this flared proximal end. Here we describe a new method for removing an embedded stent.

An 85-year-old man presented with obstructive jaundice from pancreatic cancer. A partially covered WallFlex stent (Boston Scientific, Natick, MA, USA) was inserted. A plastic stent was also inserted into the gallbladder for concomitant cholecystitis. Four months later, the patient presented with recurrent jaundice. Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography revealed stent occlusion by sludge, without evidence of tumor ingrowth. Stent removal was attempted. The stent could not be removed by grasping the looped distal ends with a forceps or grasping the distal edge with a snare (Figs. 1 and 2, Video 1).

The proximal uncovered portion was firmly embedded in the bile duct. To peel off the embedded stent, a biopsy forceps was cannulated inside the stent and the proximal wire loop was grasped and pulled off the bile duct. The proximal edge was gradually invaginated into the inner lumen. The stent was finally removed with a snare (Fig. 3, Video 2).

We did not experience difficulty in removal of partially covered Wallstents (Boston Scientific, Natick, MA, USA) using a snare. The covered WallFlex stent is a similar braided design to the covered Wallstent [4,5] but has looped and flared ends to prevent migration and tissue damage. This design might cause tight embedment of the uncovered flared ends and difficulty in stent removal. Our combination method of invagination with a forceps followed by removal with a snare is one of the useful techniques for embedded covered SEMS removal.
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